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from the
editor

We continue with our non - themed issues and this quarter the editorial board assem-
bled a diverse group of articles that are interesting to our readership – as mentioned 
in the past as well we drive the magazine basis readership feedback. We begin with an 
article on artificial intelligence – it fundamentally talks about some of the most advanced 
robots that are already making waves across industries be that Erica - one of the most 
advanced humanoids built in Japan or China launching the world’s first AI news anchor in 
2018 - backed by ML, the anchor speaks, moves and gestures like human news readers. 

The market for AI remains as strong as ever. By 2025, it is expected to touch USD 190.61 
Billion. The NLP market is expected to grow to USD 16.07 Billion by 2021 at a CAGR of ~16 
percent. Moving on to Global Virtual Team, we seem to have examples of virtual teams 
and how they are on the rise. There is an interesting read on Cultural Dynamics at Work-
place – in the recent times, there is a major advancement in the leadership responses 
to the cultural diversity, more focus is being provided to utilize the cultural diversity 
as a tool to build successful organizations and this article revolves around culture and 
diversity.  Furthermore, there are multiple answers on how to reskill in digital era – it 
talks about organizations’ focus on building culture of learning. Sponsorship Program is a 
must read – it talks about enhancing the talent pipeline; this seems to be one of the best 
practices to improve the diversity in senior talent pipeline.

I continue to thank you for your consistent support and making our magazine grow 
quarter on quarter and a big thank you to every leader who has penned down his/her 
thoughts. With this I leave you to read. We enjoyed putting up this edition together, trust 
you would enjoy reading it. We would be happy to hear your comments, views or sugges-
tions on this edition; and even what would be your area of interest in the next edition. 
Please write to us.

Happy Reading!
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An AI-powered Host for tHe oscArs?
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Keshav R.
Murugesh
For the first time in 30 years, the 2019 Academy Awards was hostless. It 
seemed like no one in Hollywood wanted the gig of hosting the biggest 
show in the entertainment industry. Perhaps, it’s time to look at other 
types of hosts? Like an Artificial Intelligence (AI)-powered robot? With 
the rapid advances in Machine Learning (ML), Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU), we believe the idea 
is not too far-fetched. 

Let’s tAke A qUIck Look At soMe oF tHe Most AdvANced ro-
bots tHAt Are ALreAdy MAkINg WAves Across INdUstrIes. 

In November 2018, china launched the world’s first AI news anchor. 
backed by machine learning, the anchor, speaks, moves and gestures like 
human news readers. by shelling out Usd 39 per month, we can now 
engage the services of a chatbot psychologist called Woebot. china’s first 
fully-automated, human-free bank is managed by a robot. simulative 
emotional expression robot or seer, a humanoid, can mimic human ex-
pressions and maintain eye contact. 

Erica, one of the most advanced humanoids built in Japan, dresses con-
servatively, speaks politely and is 23 years of age. on the other hand, 
sophia of Hanson robotics has a more outgoing personality. Her face is 
partly modeled on actor Audrey Hepburn. both erica and sophia interact 
with humans on several public platforms and answer a plethora of ques-
tions. 

existing technology enables robots to deliver a script, tell jokes, smile 
and make certain gestures. but an oscar host has to deliver more than 
just scripted humor on stage. there’s a need for spontaneity. Live interac-
tions like the one where 2014 oscar host ellen degeneres got the world’s 
biggest movie stars to huddle for a selfie often get audiences excited and 
breaks the monotony of a scripted show. spontaneity is also required to 
diffuse the situation with an impromptu joke in case there’s an awkward 

Group Chief Executive Officer, WNS 
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situation (read: the 2017 ‘best Picture’ award mix-up). 

Will humanoids be able to act spontaneously in such situations like 
humans? to answer this question, let’s flip the coin and look at some 
of the glitches in this still maturing technology. Facebook had to shut 
down its AI engine after it was found the AI had developed its own lan-
guage that could not be understood by humans. Microsoft’s AI chatbot 
tay was trained by users to post offensive tweets in less than 24 hours. 
While these examples show us the dark side of AI, what it also means is 
that we have barely scratched the surface in leveraging the potential of 
AI. they also give us a window into the possibilities of tomorrow with 
AI-powered robots. so, as the technology matures, humanoids could 
also become more spontaneous. 

the market for AI remains as strong as ever. by 2025, it is expected to 
touch Usd 190.61 billion. the NLP market is expected to grow to Usd 
16.07 billion by 2021 at a cAgr of ~16 percent. 

We are not too far away from seeing an AI-powered robot hosting the 
oscars. From riffing to dancing, we may soon be looking at a quick-wit-
ted robot giving past oscar hosts a run for their money. 

The question now is not really ‘if.’ It’s ‘when.’ 
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hr startups 2019

Metier store
stArtUP by sUsHIL kUMAr, is an internet-based 
platform that offers hiring talent based on their soft skills 
through a short video profile

codegroUNd
stArted by sAUrAbH cHAWLA, bHUvAN gUPtA & HeMANt 
AgArWAL, organization, an online assessment platform that pro-

vides customized solutions to organizations and has unique features 
that are said to revolutionize recruitment industry 

JedHrU Informatics 
stArtUP by NArAyANA MUrtHy, dIrector, helps the customers 
to automate their payroll management by providing end-to-end HR 
outsourcing services and handling outsourcing/off shoring business & 
technology services 

bass Hr Labs 
stArtUP  by ANtoNy b AdAIkALAM,  Set up with the vision to be 
a dedicated firm that outsources payroll & HR compliance by mixing 
capital & technology in a nutshell.

Needyin
stArtUP by, rAMesH  gArIkAMokkALA, AdItyA,  an AI visioned 
mind  mapping platform to make hiring smart, precise and fail safe to all 
hiring woes.

Maprecruit.com
stArtUP by sHIvAJI MUktHAvArAM , an open source technology 
focused product development company providing solutions in areas 
of big data for recruitment, machine learning, big data analytics & 
others

HireWand Technologies
stArtUP by sHIvA MArAN, a complete sourcing solution for the 

sourcing team and the recruiter to find the best fit candidates for 
a requirement

sysmates technologies
stArtUP by rP sINgH, is a HR, payroll and workflow automa-

tion to help organizations increase efficiency  save cost and their 
development 

Postero Technologies
 stArtUP by bUddHAdeb dAs gUPtA & v. MUrALI 

krIsHNA, a Cloud based smart hiring platform that embraces 
new technologies like predictive analytics, machine learning and 

NLP to help organizations bring predictability to their hiring.

Wheebox
stArtUPs by MAINANk dArU, one of India's leading talent 

assessment companies helping enterprise, government, and aca-
demic institutions globally to measure and identify talent. 
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Can Colleagues Hug from a Distance?  Strengthening Global Virtual Teams
theresa sigillito hollema

More and more couples are meeting and falling in love online, 
so why are so many employees struggling to work with their 
colleagues virtually? I was especially curious about team-

work because I have heard many stories of cross-location conflict, over-
stressed team leaders and general frustrations with the colleagues ‘over 
there’.  And I know the high potential diverse teams have if they can make 
it work. With that in mind, I explored academic research with Professor 
Surinder Kahai and my own experiences as a trainer and consultant to see 
what is happening.

My conclusion: People don’t know what they don’t know. They ap-
proach working virtually the same way they would if they were co-locat-
ed and that already puts them at a disadvantage because working virtu-
ally is different.

What is so different?
During our research, one point became very clear – the cultural diversity, 
the distance and the use of communication technology have an impact 
on us emotionally and psychologically. The humanity of colleagues can 
easily disappear while task lists, boring meetings and email escalations 
take priority. However, teams and team leaders can overcome these con-

People don’t know what they don’t know. They approach 
working virtually the same way they would if they were
co-located and that already puts them at a disadvantage 
because working virtually is different.
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ditions by understanding the dynamics of virtual collaboration and inten-
tionally taking actions to make a difference.

below are a few examples of what is different for virtual teams:
• Building trust. In co-located teams, team members meet each other, 
go to lunch and find shared interests such as common sports teams or 
children in the same school. They start to know and like each other as 
people and then begin to work together. In the virtual space, building 
trust works in the opposite way and begins with swift trust, an initial 
readiness to trust.

For successful collaboration, the swift trust needs to be quickly replaced 
by actual trust, which is based on competence, reliability and sharing 
information. Initially, teams should organize work with quick deliverables 
so team members can show that they are trustworthy. Over time, team 
members build relationship trust as they begin to know each other and 
their unique situations.

• Cultural sub-teams. It may seem strange, but 100% remote teams 
(where everyone is in a different location) have a higher chance of suc-
cess than hybrid teams (more than one person in a few locations). For 
most people, that seems counter-intuitive as they believe that having 
team colleagues in the same location is beneficial.

The risk for hybrid teams is the formation of sub-teams or fault lines, 
cracks which form along geographic boundaries that split the team like 
an earthquake. People create their own self-identity; culture/location is 
an easy contributor to this identity and is reinforced by their local col-
leagues. This shows up as us versus them and can present as damaging 
behaviors such as ignoring distant colleagues, withholding information, 
favoring only local ideas and using negative stereotypes to blame the 
others. Although co-located teams may experience fault lines based on 
other diversity characteristics (function, generation or tenure), they are 
fundamentally present in virtual teams because location is so obvious.

• ‘Directive leadership doesn’t work’. This quote from a virtual team 
leader highlights why so many managers are tired – it is impossible to be 
everywhere and know everything at once. The ‘hub and spoke’ leader-
ship structure can work in co-located teams because the team leader 
knows the context and can easily inform, monitor and direct his team; 
however, when working virtually, this becomes a huge challenge.

Successful virtual leaders combine vision, facilitation of the team and 
coaching of individuals with shared leadership to achieve results. The 
amount of shared leadership (team members take on some traditional 
leadership responsibilities) depends on each team, but the goal is to 
transform the team from ‘hub and spoke’ to ‘network’.

This may be a new approach for team members but many are informing 
me that this has become an advantage of working virtually – their team 
leader is physically absent but they are able to fill the space and improve 
their own personal development with their team leader’s virtual sup-
port.

cALdo Model - the Holistic view
Above are a few examples of the unique dynamics happening in many 
virtual teams. We created the CALDO model to have a holistic approach 
to multi-cultural virtual teams which captures the impact of the context 
– cultural diversity and distance with technology. With the context under-
stood, we examined the other key components:
• Leadership and team members: Do they have the knowledge, 
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mindset and competences to work virtually.

• Attitudes and beliefs of team members: This is to identify what the 
team members think and feel about how the team works together and 
includes levels of trust, psychological safety, shared team identity and be-
longing. We have enough evidence to show that these quality measure-
ments have an impact on the performance of the team.

• Levers: Levers are the actions teams can take once they understand 
the impact of culture and distance on the team. The Levers make the 
difference when compared to a co-located team. Examples include cross-
border collaboration (interdependence), conflict management, relation-
ship building and eliminating unnecessary uncertainty.

• Teamwork: Teamwork is the work necessary to achieve the desired 
outcomes. Teams must communicate, hold meetings, share information 
and so much more – almost always virtually. The model shows that pay-
ing attention to day-to-day interactions can be effective.

With the CALDO Model in hand, we work with clients and teams to assess 
the current situation, understand the context and co-design solutions for 
the future.
virtual teams are on the rise

Global collaboration is here to stay and is increasing. Customers demand 
global suppliers with seamless operations and companies have strategies 
to meet those demands.   Many companies are recognizing the necessity 
of ensuring that their internal operations and talent are aligned with the 
strategy and are focusing on the quality of the virtual team collaboration. 
With this in mind, they are investing in communication technology, lead-
ership and talent development, and coaching for critical teams.
One of my long-term clients, a global multinational, is a nice example. 
Approximately seven years ago, they restructured from a locally focused 
business to a regional/globally structured organization. This meant vir-
tual teams came together across regional and, often, global geographies, 
and teams were created based on talent, not location.

OUTCOMES

LEVERS

INTRA TEAM ATTITUDES

TEAM MEMBERS

LEADERSHIP

DISTANCE WITH TECHNOLOGY

CULTURAL DIVERSITY

TEAM CONTEXT
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With this new reality, the Corporate Academy knew they had to help their 
employees develop the mindset and competences to succeed in this new 
structure. I was asked to develop a course to help team leaders develop 
their cultural and virtual competence.

After two years, they realized supporting the leaders was not enough and 
opened the course to all members of virtual teams. After five years, this 
well-received course is still in demand and I have noticed an evolution 
in the attitude of the participants. When the course began, people were 
resistant to even the idea that they had to lead distant colleagues. Those 
days are gone, and now participants are technically savvy and hungry for 
insights. Recently, I designed a new leadership course which delves deep-
er into virtual leadership development to help prepare for the future.
Support for Virtual Teams

If virtual teams are essential to the way people collaborate in your orga-
nization, there are many activities which can support their success. Here 
are a few:

• Virtual team building. Improving technology not only creates better 
platforms for virtual teams but also for the support of virtual teams in the 
form of live courses and team coaching. Team members can learn with 
each other, build the team and make real change, all while staying in their 
own locations. Although many companies have cut travel budgets, talent 
development can continue with this new way of working.

• Develop cultural competence. As colleagues bring their cultural 
assumptions with them when they work virtually, they and their teams 
will benefit from understanding cultural differences and having an open 

conversation about what this means for collaboration. Ignoring cultural 
differences usually results in frustrations, misunderstandings and under-
performance.

• Develop virtual competence. As mentioned above, virtual team-
work is different than co-located. When team members understand 
these unique dynamics, they have the agency to change how they work 
together. Some people learn on the job but most people benefit from a 
course or workshop to accelerate their learning and change.

We have spoken with senior leaders from various MNC’s in India about 
the CALDO model, leading virtually and multi-cultural teams. Most react 
with: “I wish I had known that before!” 

Many people think that the only problem in their virtual teams is the 
technology, but that is an extremely small part. Cultural differences, dis-
tance and technology have an impact on us as humans. By understanding 
this, we can improve our cross-border collaboration.

If this topic interests you, I invite you to sign up for my newsletter 
at www.interact-global.net. I am currently writing a book about 
leading global virtual teams and plan to publish in fourth quar-
ter 2019 – you can keep informed about this and other events 
through the newsletter. 

If you would like to continue the conversation about these top-
ics, please contact at:
info@interact-global.net or contact me through LinkedIn.

Theresa Sigillito Hollema 
Director

Interact Global

Many people think that the only problem 
in their virtual teams is the technology, 
but that is an extremely small part. 
Cultural differences, distance and 
technology have an impact on us as 
humans. By understanding this, we can 
improve our cross-border collaboration.
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Big = Beautiful

Now a days, acquiring new startups have become a new trend for 
the big brands. 

Large businesses in India are looking to team up with their younger com-
petitors to stay ahead of the competition. The biggest tech companies in 
the world have bought up a lot of smaller startups.

The big players in HR business solutions are getting bigger. LinkedIn 
bought Glint. LinkedIn launched Talent Insights. SAP buys Qualtrics. 
Workday announced Workday People Analytics. In the past we have 
been doubtful about the ability of the big players to incorporate new 
technologies and to be flexible enough to cater the different needs of 
organizations. Our skepticism is decreasing, and our expectation is that 
especially the big players will be able to help HR to make the transforma-
tion into digital. The creative and innovative small players, and there are 
many, will increase their chances of survival if they are bought by one of 
the big players, so this is the best combination of acquiring new tech-
nologies by big players. If they work seamlessly together, have been able 
to capture a truly unique niche area.

Large companies are trying to keep up with the accelerating pace of inno-
vation in business, and startups are a good source of new ideas and vigor. 
Newer companies are often better able to adapt to rapid technological 
change and bring new perspectives to the market.

Let’s take an example of this; to leverage your technology to make one 
of their products better Google paid $25 million for DocVerse because it 
had built a better way for users to share documents. By swallowing  Doc-
Verse, Google is accelerating the adoption of its GoogleDocs platform. 

If new startups want to sell their business to a big company, the trick is 
to explain to an acquirer how the combination of the two companies is 
worth more than the individual companies on their own. When a larger 
company buys a smaller one, the growth can be huge. Buying smaller 
companies limits the risk attached with the investment, yet they do offer 
the potential of significant growth. Initially, the larger company benefits 
from any existing sales and profits that the smaller company already has. 
Additionally, there is usually an increase in revenue after the deal has 
been closed.

Purchasing another company always comes with a risk. There is no guar-
antee that the new business is going to be successful. There is always 
the chance that something could go wrong. One bad acquisition has the 
potential to destroy a company.

A method to mitigate these risks is to make sure that the acquired busi-
ness is a small one. The risk is limited here as the financial impact of the 
purchaser will be minor if things go wrong. Buying multiple smaller com-
panies will help to spread the chance of a bad deal. If one goes wrong, 
then there are always multiple others to fall back on.

This strategy is often referred as ‘roll up’. Such approach presents a very 
attractive opportunity for large companies, often leading to the investors 
growing aggressively.

Another major reason for the acquisition of smaller companies is the tal-

ent that these companies may bring. This strategy can be cheaper and 
more convenient for the big guys than trying to build a team from scratch. 
If the acquired company is similar to the original one in nature, then the 
employees are likely to also have a similar skill set. This reduces the effort 
of having to try and employ a whole new set of staff. Talent can be a rare 
commodity to come across, and it is the people that make a company 

Linkedin bought gLint

SAP buyS QuAltricS

Workday announced 
Workday PeoPle 

analytics
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work successfully.

Sometimes a business wants to add an additional feature or product to 
their line. If a smaller company is already supplying what it is they are 
looking for, then it might be cheaper and easier for them to buy the busi-
ness as a whole rather than having to start completely from scratch.

What big companies Look for When buying your startup

Competitive conditions, technological advances and globalization have 
all contributed to a growth in business thinking from build-to-grow to 
buy-to-grow. It's not just big tech companies that have developed an ac-
quisition mindset and keen eye for identifying great startups to buy, ei-
ther. Even non-tech industries are beginning to understand the necessary 
foresight to acquire smaller companies to remain competitive and scale.
Sometimes the other guys want you for your talent. For further growth 
big companies want the best talent along with them for which they target 
the best emerging startups and utilize them appropriately.

Let’s take an example of LinkedIn Platform LinkedIn remodeled itself from 
a strictly business social network to one with an advanced, open content 
platform when it bought Pulse.

New startups are coming with the latest technology. To keep them up-
dated big companies are adapting small businesses which help to attract 
the talent. It is best for the startups as well. Their initiatives are being rec-
ognized by the big brands which help them to increase their brand value. 
Collaboration between large companies and startups has become a glob-
al trend as innovations disrupt established business frameworks. Through 
this program (merging small into big) Startups are able to get funds and 
big companies will be able to identify and implement cutting-edge solu-
tions that are a strategic fit for them.

New startups are comiNg with the latest 
techNology. 
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prasad Kulkarni
Cultural Dynamics at Workplace

The concept of cross culture is becoming 
critically important with the globalizaTion 
of the industries. organizations are 
expanding their businesses across borders...
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The globalization and technology has brought the world more and 
more closer. The organizations are going global, hiring and engag-
ing people from the different parts of the world. Business models 

are changing, the teams are becoming virtual, matrix organizations and 
structures are common. Diversity and Inclusion is being thought at every 
level of discussion. Is it all going well? May be or maybe not.

In the recent times, there has been a major advancement in the lead-
ership responses to the cultural diversity and global organizations are 
not considering cross cultural dynamics as a liability. More focus is being 
provided to utilize the cultural diversity as a tool to build a successful 
organization. Cultural influences are changing dramatically as cultures 
are no longer dependent on local characteristic tastes, preferences, and 
behaviours and are increasingly linked across different parts of the world 
through the latest means of technology.

bAsIcs oF cULtUre

In simple terms, a "culture" is the set of customs, traditions, and values of 
a society or community, such as an ethnic group or nation or a part of the 
nation. Culture is the set of knowledge acquired over time. In this sense, 
multiculturalism values the peaceful coexistence and mutual respect be-
tween different cultures inhabiting the same planet.

Learning about cultural difference is important for any leader as behav-
ioural mistakes can lead to stressed relationships and poor performance 
of the function or the organization. We may not find the same behaviour 
in each culture and hence, reciprocity could differ from culture to cul-
ture. Behaviours are the visible part of the culture and underlying val-
ues and beliefs are the invisible part of the culture which influences the 
behaviour. Non-acceptance of cultural differences leads to conflicts and 
tension resulting into low performance of the team. An activity can be 
performedor responded differently by different people e.g. attending or 
finishing the meeting on time, working on weekends, asking questions 
about personal life etc.

evolving role of cultural diversity at workplace

The concept of cross culture is becoming critically important with the glo-
balization of the industries. Organizations are expanding their businesses 
across borders and putting lot of efforts to train their employees on how 
to interact and communicate effectively with people from other cultures. 
People are going mobile and taking up roles in different parts of the 
world. The team management has become virtual. Manager is operating 
from one country and the team members are spread across other coun-
tries and time zones. And many a times this leads to issues arising out 
of cultural differences.To capitalize the benefits of a diverse workforce, 
leaders and managers should leverage the differences of viewpoints, 
backgrounds, experiences and cultures. This will engage the teams more 
making the organization more productive.
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Applying cultural comprehension to organization

Developing intercultural competence is not something that can easily 
be accomplished simply through exposure to an international assign-
ment (Moodian, 2007). Anyone who has been exposed to international 
projects or teams does not make an expert in managing cultural dynam-
ics. The leaderwho has an ability to embrace and adapt to diversity, will 
certainly receive the dividends of it. To create a high performing orga-
nization, with an engaged workforce, a total commitment to diversity 
and inclusion should be at all levels.Employee engagement may not be 
achieved, without a focus of leadership on incorporating cross cultural 
competence training for those who are involved.Employees working in 
cross cultural teams should be educated and trained to know the cultural 

differences and not getting upset or angry over such issues. A program 
specifically designed for new hires or internal movements would be help-
ful for their quick assimilation at the workplace.

Failure to effectively interact and engage with virtual or even physical 
teams may lead to cascading problems within the organization. Recog-
nize, acknowledge and accept the cultural differences is the ‘mantra’ to 
be successful in this global and mobile world.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author and do not 

reflect the official policy or position of the organization he is working for.

Prasad Kulkarni
Vice President 

HR Operations, Accelya

Learning about cultural difference is important 
for any leader as behavioural mistakes can lead 
to stressed relationships and poor performance 
of the function or the organization. We may not 
find the same behaviour in each culture and 
hence, reciprocity could differ from culture to 
culture. Behaviours are the visible part of the 
culture and underlying values and beliefs are the 
invisible part of the culture which influences the 
behaviour. 
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Royal EnfiElds appoints
Vinod Desari as CEO 

audi India appoints
Balbir Singh Dhillon  as Head-Network 
Development

CanaRa Bank appoints
R A Shankar Narayan as MD & CEO 

axis Bank appoints 
Amitabh Chaudhry as CEO 

amazon appoints
Indira Nooyi as Board Of Directors 

HERo motoCRop appoints
Vikram Kasbekar as CTO & Executive 
Director operations

sEquoia Capital India 
appoints Rajan Anandan as MD 

RBi appoints
Shaktikanta Das as the new Governor

Big moves 2019
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monika navandar
Sponsorship – Enhance your Talent Pipeline

The awareness of the business case for Inclusion and Diversity is 
on the rise. There are numerous research and case studies that 
speak about the Business Case for Diversity. For example, Finan-

cial Times 2014 report shows for every 1% increase in gender and ethnic 
diversity in the workforce there is a 3-9% rise in sales revenue. McKinsey’ 
2017 Diversity and Financial Performance report shares the findings that 

• Companies in the top quartile for gender diversity on their executive 
teams are 21 percent more likely to experience above average profitabil-
ity than companies in the fourth quartile 
• Companies in the top quartile for ethnic and cultural diversity are 33 
percent more likely to outperform on EBIT margin

And even though there is a clear correlation between gender and ethnic 
diversity with profitability and value creation, women and minorities are 
underrepresented in the workforce. Some of the minorities suffer a 
double burden of bias that keeps them from the uppermost lev-
els of corporate leadership.

Though globally some organizations have made some sizeable improve-
ments to Inclusion and Diversity (I&D) across their organization, majority 
of the companies find it challenging to improve the representation of di-
verse talent within their ranks and utilizing I&D as an enabler of business 
impact. 

While most of the global organizations have been running mentoring and 
leadership development programs to accelerate their talent pipeline, and 
majority of the vendors are offering these programs as solutions to fix the 
pipeline, it has not yielded the desired results. 

So, what are the smallest things you could focus on that would 
get the needle moving?

What is sponsorship?

Sponsorship is the key to accelerating the pipeline of diverse talent and is 
essential for sustained innovation and success. Sponsorship is a business-
driven development intervention in which a more experienced manager 
or a senior leader (serving as a role model), sponsors, encourages and 
influences an emerging leader. eFFectIve sPoNsorsHIP deLIvers 
tANgIbLe oUtPUts - reAL-tIMe tALeNt MANAgeMeNt, cAreer 
AdvANceMeNt, A More INcLUsIve LeAdersHIP cULtUre ANd 
toP tALeNt reteNtIoN.

SponSorShip helpS Senior 

leaderS expand their reach and 

impact while helping the top 

talent croSS critical notch 

pointS into top management.

Well, one of the best practices 
to improve the diversity in 
the senior talent pipeline is 
sponsorship program. 
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It is important to understand the difference between mentoring 
and sponsorship program:

In line with the International Women’s Day 2019 theme #BalanceforBet-
ter #IWD2019, my 2 cents - women are over mentored around the world, 
what women need is more Sponsors! Start investing in Sponsorship pro-
grams to improve the Gender Diversity in your talent pipeline.

What are the benefits – Sponsor relationships are a powerful tool that 
can help accelerate the success of employees and their organizations. 
Sponsorship helps senior leaders expand their reach and impact while 

helping the top talent cross critical notch points into top management. It 
is a reciprocal relationship - the top talent gains visibility, access and op-
portunity identification needed for continuous success. And the leaders 
build their reputational capital by sponsoring talented employees and re-
ceive valuable information and feedback from the employees they spon-
sor. This further promotes a greater understanding of business needs and 
opportunities. 

Few examples - Sponsorship relationships are milestone based and tend 

to range from 1-2 years’ timeframe. The relationship is dependant on 
the emerging leaders’ career milestones. Though every match may not 
work out perfectly, here are a few organizations that saw significant im-
provement in their gender talent pipeline and are planting the seeds for 
long term change through Sponsorship - American Express, Cisco, Citi, 
Deloitte, AT&T, Time Warner, Deutsche Bank, Novartis, Unilever, Bristol-
Myers Squibb, Morgan Stanley, Turner Broadcasting, Intel, Johnson & 
Johnson and PepsiCo. 

How to build a culture of 
sponsorship at your orga-
nization -

• Start with the business 
case for your organization 
and a pre-program diag-
nostic to understand and 

analyse what all exists within your organization that you could 
build on.

• Define the program scope and design the program framework, 
timeline, define Sponsorship, identify the Sponsors and the 
emerging leaders, your high potential high performing diverse 
talent.

mentorShip SponSorShip
Mentors give advice and counsel the 
mentee

Sponsors advocate for advancement, provide stretch assignments 
and  protects the protégés/sponsees

Mentors can be in any level of 
hierarchy and could be from a different 
organization
than mentee’s

Sponsors are Senior Leaders with influence, they are decision makers 
and need to be at least 1 level above your reporting managers

Mentors serve as role models, provide 
support  and feedback on how to 
improve one’s sense of 
competency and self-worth

Sponsors give their protégés exposure to other executives for career 
advancement and provide a safe space for development

Mentors advice on how to navigate the 
corporate politics

Sponsors make sure that their sponsees are considered for promising 
opportunities and challenging assignments

Mentors help mentee’s personal and 
professional development and act as a 
confidential sounding board for ideas & 
challenges

Sponsors protect their protégés from negative publicity or damaging 
contact with senior executives

All employees should have a mentor Meritocratic, earned by top performers, reciprocal relationship

women are over mentored around the world, what women 
need is more Sponsors! Start investing in Sponsorship 
programs to improve the Gender Diversity in your talent 
pipeline.
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Monika Navandar
Founder & Managing Director

NeoSeven Solutions

Sponsorship is the key to accelerating 
the pipeline of diverse talent and is 
essential for sustained innovation and 
success. Sponsorship is a business-
driven development intervention in 
which a more experienced manager 
or a senior leader (serving as a role 
model), sponsors, encourages and 
influences an emerging leader.

• Start at the enterprise level and on-board your most se-
nior leaders as the Sponsors, clearly articulate the role of a 
Sponsor and Sponsee and the critical success factors.

• Identify the specific metrics that will be integrated into 
the business leader goals and will be assessed to measure 
the impact of sponsorship program efficacy.

• Identify the pairing methodology, most companies don’t 
want to regulate sponsorship, preferring it to be organic. 
But to increase the prevalence of people from underrepre-
sented groups being included, companies need to deliber-
ately expose senior leaders to high potentials from these 
groups and insist that the leaders identify protégés.

• Start small, run a pilot program and have a focused plan 
to increase participation in a specific timeframe.

• Prepare a list of FAQs for Sponsors, Sponsees and Supervi-
sors
z
• Work on your communication plan and make sure that 
you incorporate awareness/education sessions.

• It is universal truth – what gets measured, gets done, identify 
the metrics for success and link sponsorship success to executive 
compensation.

• Don’t limit the efforts to corporate headquarters.

• Finally, don’t forget to communicate success, internally and 
externally.

To learn more about how to design and implement a Sponsorship Pro-
gram, reach out to us at inquiry@neoseven.in

You may connect/follow the author  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/monikanavandar
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We at PAMAC, Primarily focus on girl child as a part of 
our CSR activities. We empower the Millennial of our 
organization to effectively take an interest in the exercises 
that we undergo. 

the alter approach

Corporate Social Responsibility is a management concept whereby 
companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their 
business operations and interactions with their stakeholders. 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is when a company operates in an 
ethical and sustainable way and deals with its environmental and social 
impacts. This means a careful consideration of human rights, the com-
munity, environment, and society in which it operates. 

Corporate Social Responsibility has become the latest policy speak 
among the companies. This refers to the practice of the corporate in “giv-
ing back” to society in the form of programs that benefit the less privi-
leged members of society. They can take the form of outreach programs 
that adopt schools; communities, hospitals etc and provide funds for 
their wellbeing as well as promote socially conscious business practices 
that lead to the betterment of society.

CSR activities helps in improving goodwill of the companies, like staff 
members volunteering an hour a week at a charity, shows that you’re a 
brand committed to helping others. As a result, you’ll appear much more 
favorable to consumers. By doing CSR activities companies can increase 
their brand awareness and recognition because if you are committed to 
ethical practices, the news will spread. By embracing CSR, you stand out 
from competitors in your industry. You establish yourself as a company 
committed to going one step further by considering social and environ-
mental factors.

India is the first country in the world to make corporate social responsi-
bility (CSR) mandatory, following an amendment to The Company Act, 
2013 in April 2014. Businesses can invest their profits in areas such as 
Education, Poverty, Gender Equality, Health & Insurances etc. 

CSR in India has traditionally been seen as a philanthropic activity and in 
keeping with the Indian tradition, it was an activity that was performed 
but not deliberated. CSR in India has moved from institutional building 

(educational, research and cultural) to community development through 
various projects. CSR in India is restricted to community development 
but at the same time it is getting more strategic in nature.

Education is a life changing factor for every individual. It is essential in 
today’s times to ensure every child develops social, emotional, interper-
sonal skills in order to prepare themselves to work towards development 
of the country. Special attention is required to be given to ensure that 
these opportunities are available for the girl child as they are not consid-
ered significant and hence are unavailable in several parts of the coun-
try. In order to uplift the lives of women and girl child, many NGOs have 
opened to provide the best sources to the girl child. Due to this, the girls 
have tailor-made programs covering basic communication skills in Hindi 
& English and elementary education, diplomas, hygiene & nutrition, yoga 
and sports. To develop their social skills, NGOs conduct talks on gender 
diversity issues, entertainment & group activities, movie screening on 
social issues.

Today, women are emerging in all the fields. They are becoming man-
agers, dealers, professionals, employees. God has gifted women with 
compassion, tender heartedness, integrity, caring nature, adaptability & 
empathy. These skill sets are required by a person to be fully socially re-
sponsible. These skills imply that women can also be a great leader. We 
have so many examples of women empowerment like: Indira Nooyi, Su-
shma Swaraj etc. There are so many companies who have women in their 
board of directors. Women are growing in every single field for which we 
should be proud of. Many of the big celebrities are also investing their 
time and money to upgrade women.

Corporate Social Responsibility is emerging gradually but there is a long 
way to go. Number of corporate those are investing on CSR activities 
have tremendously increased. Companies understand the importance of 
CSR activities, still there’s a long way to go.
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sujay puthran 
Reskilling in the Digital Era

During a recent visit to Paris, a colleague and I used a translation 
app to communicate with a store clerk while shopping along the 
Champs-Élysées. It was a surreal experience to communicate so 

effectively with virtually no knowledge of each other’s language. While 
these apps are now commonplace, I was still amazed at the wonders of 
technology. It called to mind the “Babel fish” from the famous science 
fiction satire The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, written in the 1980s 
by Douglas Adams. In the book, the Babel fish is a small, bright yellow 
fish that — when placed in someone's ear — enables them to hear and 
understand any language in the universe as though it was their native 
tongue. 

It goes to show how rapidly technology has changed our lives. Things that 

were once the realm of science fiction have become a reality, impacting 
everything and everyone around us.

This is the era of digitally connected world, which has brought with it 
high expectations for the customer experience. Customers are looking 
for an enhanced experience everywhere, and companies are competing 
to retain and acquire more customers by providing an enhanced digital 
experience. 

Tried and tested business models are being disrupted in every industry by 
non-traditional players. As an IT services company, we see our clients fac-
ing disruption through the advent of automation, AI and digital start-ups.  
Unless companies transform themselves into digital organizations, their 

brighT yellow fish ThaT
when placed in someone's ear — enables them to hear and 
understand any language in the universe as though it was 
their native tongue.
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survival is at stake. At the core of the digital revolution are people — not 
just technology. Today, many organizations have embarked on a digital 
transformation journey with interventions to retrain their workforce, 
bridge the skills gap, and build new capabilities.

The biggest challenge for most organizations is to motivate employees 
to move out of their comfort zones, undergo relevant learning interven-
tions, and stretch themselves to move into challenging new roles. Most 
struggle with how to create a ‘pull’ factor (rather than a ‘push’ factor) 
to acquire new and relevant skills for the future. This is a huge change 
management exercise that requires a very different kind of leadership 
and mindset to bring about meaningful change. 

X.0

At Atos Syntel, we anticipated this challenge and focused our attention on 
how to build a culture of learning — rather than just set of organization-

wide training programs. Our efforts led to an advanced digital workforce 
transformation framework called ‘X.0.’ The X.0 framework was designed 
to get closer to our customers, make our organization more agile, and 
develop the skills and capabilities to constantly evolve and stay ahead of 
the market.  

ceo of your own career

The core philosophy of the X.0 framework focusses on empowering em-
ployees to become the ‘CEOs’ of their own careers, with managers play-
ing the role of a coach. Employees are encouraged to choose training pro-
grams that build both core and aspirational skills, and then incentivized 
by better career opportunities like inter-career track movement and fast-
track career growth. As CEOs, employees are empowered to choose what 
they want to learn based on their core and aspirational skills and how 
fast they want to learn it. The skill areas we emphasize are chosen based 
on their relevance to customers, how well they meet current and future 

The X.0 framework has created a win-win situation, with 
more than 95% of our employees engaged in learning.
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Sujay Puthran
Head- HR

Atos Syntel

The biggest challenge for most organizations 
is to motivate employees to move out of their 
comfort zones, undergo relevant learning 
interventions, and stretch themselves to move 
into challenging new roles. Most struggle with 
how to create a ‘pull’ factor (rather than a 
‘push’ factor) to acquire new and relevant skills 
for the future. 

business needs, and are directly linked to the roles emerging from it.
Learning in every form

The X.0 framework has created a win-win situation, with more than 95% 
of our employees engaged in learning. However, it’s not a one-size-fits all 
situation. To stay relevant, we created various learning models to reach 
employees in the way most convenient for them. These range from a tra-
ditional classroom setting to online coursework from our web portal, to 
bite-sized on-the-go learning delivered via mobile device. The average 
number of person days per year invested in training has doubled since 
the expanded learning program was launched.

bottom-up approach

Another important aspect to creating a successful reskilling program is to 
have a bottom-up approach, as opposed to top-down. The X.0 framework 
has evolved through the collective efforts of hundreds of line leaders and 

employees. This has led to better acceptance and effective im-
plementation of the framework, with our line managers cham-
pioning the change management process.

Aligned to business objectives

It is critical to align any reskilling program with the overall 
business and HR processes in order to drive a culture of con-
tinuous learning. By aligning current and future skill demands, 
productivity, promotions, resource movement and allocation, 
performance evaluation and management potential, we have 
been able to provide a roadmap for managers and employees 
to meet our business and people objectives. 
Just as critical is the ability to define how success is measured 
— to evaluate the program’s impact on company growth and 

profitability, as well as utilization and productivity. At the employee level, 
tracking and communicating the impact through proficiency levels, move-
ment into new and higher roles, and sharing success stories can lead to 
improved program adoption. 

In conclusion, it is critical to keep investing in a dedicated team and pro-
gram at every step in the digital transformation journey. As humans, 
we never stop learning, so any training initiative that remains static will 
quickly fall behind.

By continually investing and evolving our training programs, we can effec-
tively reskill, redefine and redeploy employees in emerging roles, as well 
as develop innovative ways to sustain a culture of continuous learning.
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RBI Cuts REPO Rate 35 basis points cut to 
the benchmark repo rate on 7th August.

World Bank would offer a loan of $250 million to the 
Kerala Government for the Resilient Kerala project 
The main aim is at enhancing the state’s resilience 

against the impacts of natural disasters and climate 
change in the wake of last year’s floods.

Asian Development Bank(ADB) 
approved $350 million in loans to 

rehabilitate and upgrade two state 
highways. There are around 23 major 

district roads totaling about 850 
kilometers in Chhattisgarh.

Government of India 
organized an event on July 
1 to celebrate the second 
anniversary of Goods and 

Services Tax (GST) .

The Union cabinet approved infusing ₹9,300 
crore into IDBI Bank, the lender announced 

plans to sell its stake in its insurance joint 
venture IDBI Federal Life Insurance company. 
JP Morgan India Pvt. Ltd has been mandated 
for advising and managing a strategic review 

process for IDBI Federal Life Insurance Co. 
Ltd which may result in, inter alia, potential 

divestment of all or part of the stake held 
by IDBI Bank in IDBI Federal Life Insurance 

Company. The State Bank of India (SBI), the country's largest 
lender, have cut the home loan rates after RBI's 
repo rate cut of 35 bps for the fourth time in a 
row.   SBI announced its Marginal Cost based 
Lending Rate (MCLR) cut by 15 basis points (bps) 
across all tenors.

The Securities and Exchange Board of 
India (SEBI) announced a new mechanism 

to reward informants with up to Rs 1 crore 
cash through a specially created hotline 
SEBI’s board approved a detailed set of 

rules for the new ‘Informant Mechanism’ 
under its Prohibition of Insider Trading 

(PIT) Regulations. 

The World Bank and the Government of India 
signed a loan agreement of $400 Million for the 

Program Towards Elimination of Tuberculosis(TB) 
to kill half a million people in India every year

Punjab National Bank's (PNB) board has 
decided to give its in-principle approval 
for the merger with the Oriental Bank of 
Commerce and United Bank of India. The 
board also approved a capital infusion 
of up to Rs.18,000 crore from the 
government for preferential allotment 
of equity shares of the bank at a price 
determined in terms of SEBI (ICDR) 

D E

did you miss it?
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The future of HR is both digital and human as HR leaders focus on 
optimizing the combination of human and automated work. This 
is driving a new priority for HR: one which requires leaders and 

teams to develop a fluency in artificial intelligence while they re-imagine 
HR to be more personal, human and intuitive.

AI-based HR applications have strong potential to raise employee produc-
tivity and help HR professionals become knowledgeable consultants that 
boost employee performance. HR applications empowered by AI have an 
ability to analyze, predict, diagnose and become more powerful and ca-
pable resources. Determine what you would like to see and how it can fit 
within your corporate culture before adopting a solution. Employees will 
be affected by the AI function in multiple ways, so it is important to focus 
on employee needs and possible outcomes.

AI can also help HR to identify which employees might be best suited 
to be up skilled for new AI roles, to identify the actual skill gaps they 
have, and to customize a learning and development path based on others 
who’ve moved through the organization.

The HR cloud solution Success Factors (SF), with conversational AI ca-
pabilities through Recast.AI, SAP Leonardo ML Foundation, IBM Wat-
son, Service Now and Microsoft Azure/Skype, demonstrated ways cog-
nitive engines can help employees arrive at key day to-day decisions in 
the workplace. Historically, HR team members, employees or managers 
would have had to handle these tasks.

Access to HR business transaction data An employee can access his or 
her personal information, e.g., address, emergency contacts, organiza-
tion details, vacation days available, approval status of vacation requests 
and authorized HR business data. Managers or HR members can access 
employee data per authorization, e.g., an employee’s job history, team 
information or performance rating. Conversational AI also can bring ana-
lytical and key performance indicator information, e.g., head count, top 
performers and pending transaction requests — just by asking Chatbots.
Team training, Team managers can plan digital training opportunities for 
their team based on skill-gap assessments. Conversational AI can help 
employees and managers track their training progress. Automation of re-
petitive, low-value tasks AI presents an opportunity for HR to automate 
repetitive, low value tasks and to increase focus on more strategic work. 

does artificial intelligence help as a partner 
or a threat to employees?

bots: 

automates 

back-office 

and enterprise 

operations 

via a common 

plug-in.
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In general HR services include a large amount of time spent on standard 
on boarding processes for new employees, triaging common questions 
and employee requests, and basic benefits management. Saving time in 
those areas can help HR teams do more creative and strategic work for 
the success of the company. The hiring process Cognitive solutions can 
help organizations tap into multiple data sources and reveal new insights 
for better candidate profiles, improving the hiring and recruiting process.
For years, organizations have been collecting data to gain insights to pre-
dict future behaviour. HR teams have a lot of catching up to do in le-
veraging these people analytics — what data to track, analyze, manage 
and protect. AI will play a larger role within HR to support smart 
people analytics in innovative ways to attract top talent. Technol-
ogies that enhance the candidate experience and meet expectations will 
help distinguish organizations from all the others. By consolidating and 
comprehensively analyzing people’s statements, mood and intentions on 
social media, along with other public data sources, human behaviour can 
be simulated by autonomously learning machines. This makes it possible 
to validate the employee experience on a day-to-day basis. HR perfor-
mance and succession data provide information on which employees are 
engaged and challenged. That gives a new dimension to strategic work-
force planning to reduce employee attrition. It is a helpful tool to find the 
right mix of man and machine in the workplace, which skills and talents 
are key to maintain balance, and the best-fit candidates for the internal 
or external hiring process.

A key medium of conversational AI is the chatbot. This product provides 
intuitive instruction and performs pattern studies to act as a smart and 
efficient assistant. The bot uses logic to determine user inquiries and con-
nect with enterprise systems to get the desired results. Machine learning 
plays an important role, working with patterns and using cleaner sets of 
data. The following are key building blocks for the AI technology land-
scape: 

• Cloud solution: enables a pre-trained model with storage for deploy-
ment, testing, improvement and quality assurance.
Bots: automates back-office and enterprise operations via a common 
plug-in. APIs for AI and business functionality: supports machine learn-
ing, natural language processing and core business functions; designed 
to be consumed by chatbot-agnostic technology and offers a text-based 
conversational interface to connect with multiple messengers, e.g., 
Google, Skype, Service Now, IBM chatbot, social media messengers, SAP 
Jam and custom chatbots.

The world is moving faster with new technologies, and it is easy for or-
ganizations to make missteps. We recommend exercising proper caution 
when deploying AI services. Proper insight is needed to manage AI sys-
tems effectively and efficiently.
• Find reliable and sufficient learning data sets. Real-life data, along with 
the quality and volume of data, is extremely important. This should be 
free from bias and representative of all possible scenarios. First, get the 

right set of data and then get the AI to provide the best output.
• Use the right implementation approach. The AI environment is quite 
different than other IT environments. Development is about identifying 
data sources and then gathering content, cleansing it and selecting it. 
Such an approach requires different skills and mindsets, as well as differ-
ent methodologies.
• Seek clarity. A lack of clarity about generation insights can lead to mis-
takes. Businesses need to make sure the machines perform as planned, 
securely and efficiently. Systems should have a proper training phase to 
learn, detect and correct patterns, and act accordingly.
• Eliminate bias. AI applications are capable of processing speed, but they 
can go wrong due to biased learning input. An AI solution can be a cata-
lyst for positive change if it has been used in the correct way.
• Consider unintended consequences. A good AI designer should be able 
to suggest a strategy to avoid unintended consequences by inputting as 
many possible scenarios, pre-learning and machine self-learning mecha-
nisms to avoid unintended issues.

Deep learning is an Artificial Intelligence form, which develops algorithms 
called artificial neural networks working by modeling the human brain 
function and structure. Numerous areas of Artificial intelligence applica-
tions and technologies like computer vision, autonomous vehicles and 
automatic text generation and so on are the fields where deep learning 
use is at its peak.

the benefits of AI in your business

Facial Recognition: Despite having a great deal of negative press recently, 
facial recognition technology is regarded as the Artificial Intelligence ap-
plications future due to its immense popularity. It promises an immense 
growth in 2019, and further.

Facial recognition, an artificial intelligence application form, helps iden-
tify a person with their digital image or patterns of their facial features. 
The year 2019 will witness a growth in the use of facial recognition tech-
nology with more reliability and enhanced accuracy.
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A Pre-Employment Background Check has become a subject of inevitability. 
There are no second thoughts that making a wrong hiring decision can  turn 

out to be a drastic situation for your company, employees and client base.

1 out 3 Resume’s 
misrepresent the 
facts.

9 % of applicants 
falsely claim about 

their college degree 
& 3 % have fake 

degrees

34% of application forms 
contain false informa-
tion about experience, 
education and aptitude to 
perform vital job responsi-
bilities.

15 - 24% Resume’s 
in India are fake.

100+ fake universi-
ties are in exis-
tence in India.

75% of IT secu-
rity incidents 
are caused from 
within the com-
pany and not by 
hackers.

01

02

07

06

03 46 % of all corpo-
rate fraud is inter-
nal and causes 50% 
of total loss.

05

04

regULAr cHecks 

Address checks
Education checks

Employment checks
Reference checks

sPecIAL cHecks 

Credit Check
Global databases Check
Drug Test-5 to 10 Panels
Criminal Background Check

employee BacKground checK - eBc
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With the advancement of time PAMAC as an organization has also started to spread its wings into the world of software 
development. PAMAC has enriched itself with some of new age softwares. The most noteworthy to talk about at this hour 
would be PAMAC CALCULUS which is the online platform of PAMAC for processing . Introduction of CALCULUS was a giant 
leap for PAMAC and as we say we became more PERSISTENT, more AGILE, more MERITOCRATIC, more ACCESSIBLE and 
more COLLABORATIVE. 

PAMAC CALCULUS has been a leap towards advancement for us and in coming days we tend to move forward with many 
more developed softwares in our kitty to serve our clients better.

key features
• Easy & automatic allocation of cases:  With the help of 

CALCULUS the need of allocation of cases has also evapo-

rated. At present the cases are allocated automatically.

• Centralised activity:  Now the entire processing of files 

has become centralized activity and its become easy to 

keep a track of PAN INDIA location, thus focusing more on 

improved TAT.

• Zero paper work:  RPC CALCULUS brought a revolution 

into the world of operations. It has turned the entire pro-

cess into paperless activity.

• Focuses more on digitalisation: When the entire world is 

focusing on digitalisation, PAMAC is also not lagging behind. As the en-

tire activity has become automated, we as an organisation are focused 

on digitalisation.

• Increases productivity:  All these added features directly 

or indirectly helps us to extract the maximum from the 

executives and thus increasing productivity. 

• Less time consuming: These added features at CALCULUS 

makes the software more user friendly which helps us to 

complete our work with ease and thus consumes less time.

• Confidentiality: The most important requirement from 

the end of our client is to maintain confidentiality of the 

files which we do it effortlessly.  As it’s a paperless activ-

ity it becomes easier for us to maintain the confidentiality of the end 

customer.

regional processing centre [rpc] 
software @ pamac



 

Our Story

Core Business Areas

Manpower Augmentation Services

Recruitment & Staffing Services
Onboarding and/or Pay-out Management
Expense Claims and/or Rewards Processing
Compliance Management & Advisory Services
Background Check Services
Training & Performance Reviews
Technology Enabled Monitoring
Business Intelligence & Analytics
Managed Services

Facilities Management

Integrated Infrastructure Services
Infrastructure Provisioning Services
Managed Services

Procure to Pay

Supplier Onboarding & Management
Accounts Payable / Pay-out Management
Compliance Management & Advisory Services

TeamSpace was founded in 2004 as a Sales Support setup to 
many customers who were then seeking this service from the 
Group.

In about 6 years of Inception, TeamSpace started supporting 
it’s customers in the pay-out & compliance management of 
their personnel as well as vendors. These business lines have 
grown steadily and exponentially over the years and Team-
Space now services leading and renowned players in the BFSI 
& Other segments for these services across the country.

Today, TeamSpace boasts of it’s expanding people presence in 
about 125+ locations across the country while being head-
quartered at Mumbai.

Manpower Aug

TeamSpace.co.in +91 22 2419 2244 info@TeamSpace.co.in
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Facilities Management Procure to Paygmentation Services

 TeamSpace has 
servicing capabilities 
across India vide it’s 

ever-growing 
presence in 40+ 

major cities & 
associate network in 

150+ Locations.

/TSFSPL /TSFSPL
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our services

Credit Processing & 
Appraisals [CPA]

CPA is one of the verticals where 
we provide the End to End 
services for Credit and Operations 
activity for various Products of 
Banking and Non Banking Sectors. 
Various products where we 
offer our services viz. Personal 
loan, Business loan, Auto loan, 
Education loan, TW loan, Loan 
Against property / Mortgage 
Loan, Commercial Vehicle & 
Home loan. We are flexible to 
execute the operations either 
from Client premises or PAMAC 
premises.

customer Profile 
validation [cPv]

CPV is one of the major vertical 
for PAMAC. Under CPV vertical, 
we provide various verification 
services like – Address Verification, 
Tele Verification, Document 
Verification etc. to Banking and 
Non- Banking Sectors, Insurance 
Sectors. We handle major volume 
of Credit Cards, KYC and Retail 
Assets Products including Personal 
loan, Business loan, Auto loan, 
Education loan, TW loan, Loan 
Against property / Mortgage Loan, 
Commercial Vehicle & Home loan 
etc.

documents collection & 
reviews [dcr]

Under PAMAC Document 
Collection and reviews, we 
conduct the following activities.

• Document Fulfillment for Retail  
Assets / Cards Application.
• Post Disbursement Document 
Collection.
• NACH, ECS Pick-up & Submission 
/ Activation.
• Liability KYC Document 
collection.
• Cheque Pick-up services.
• PMS [ Demat A/C ] Document 
fulfillment.
• Dealer Stock Audits.
• Vendor Audits.

Fraud & risk control 
Unit [Frc]

Activities conducted under PFRC 
unit are as below:
• Employee Background Checks 
include Address Check,Education 
Check, Employment check, 
Reference Check,Criminal 
Background Check,Global 
Database Check, Drug Test  
• RCU Services have the below 
I. Screening & Sampling Process
II. Document Verification
• Seeding & Mystery shopping
• Dealer Stockyard Audit
• Investigation
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transaction 
Processing Unit 
[tPU]

Transaction processing 
is one of the growing 
vertical in PAMAC. Under 
Transaction Processing 
unit we provide end to 
end backend services like 
– Applications processing, 
Scanning support, 
Payment processing, Cash 
and Cheque inter Bank  
reconciliation etc.

resource support & 
Payroll Processing

This service includes:

• Recruitment Support
• Statutory Compliances
• Training and Performance 
Reviews
• Employee Background 
Checks
• Payroll Management
• Infrastructure Support

collections service

Services offered for 
collections:

• Outbound Call Center
• Inbound Call Center
• Field / In person 
• Visits to Customer
• Management Information 
Services
• Collection Process 
Engineering and Designing
• Receipt Management 
Process 
• Audit Process

Accounts FIrst

Accounts FIRST service 
includes  Accounting 
Services  like Bookkeeping, 
Profit & Loss Statement, 
Balance Sheet Reporting, 
Cash Flow Analysis, All 
Accounts Reconciliation 
Reports, Transaction 
Processing Services,Fixed 
Assets Process Reports, 
Financial Analysis -Ratio 
Analysis, Credit Card 
Mapping and Reconciliation, 
Forensic Accounting. 
Furthermore services 
available in the lights 
of Compliance, Legal 
& Company Secretarial 
Services.

Learning & 
Development

• Education – In order to 
bridge the gap between 
what corporates expect 
versus what campuses offer 
we have various campus 
to corporate transition 
programs.

• Corporate – We are one 
stop shop for all learning & 
development interventions 
in behavioral, organization 
development & functional 
areas.

• Government – In addition 
to skill upliftment program, 
we are focused on the e 
learning module in the 
public space.



email: sandhir@chitkara.edu.in
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who do you notice more?

Processing 2.5 Lacs 
Cheque instruments 

per month

15000 Document 
Verifications, 

40000 Field Verifications, 
10000 Tele Verifications 

per month

30000 Employee 
Background Checks

 per annum

1 Lac + Sales
 Fulfillments 

per annum

Processing of 150000 
Credit Card Applications 

per annum

Processing 2 Lacs of 
Micro Finance Loan Files

 per month worth 
250 Crores of value

spread across 39 
locations in india 

global presence
india, UAE

Wide National
 Network with 

reach of almost 
170 cities across India

Processing 58,000
Loan Files per month 
worth 2500 Crores 

of value

what maKes us different
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PAMAC has Offices in 39 cities across 
India and covering 170 cities with 
HUB and SPOKE model. PAMAC is 
also expanding its presence in more 
Cities in India.

Corporate Office - Mumbai

Branches

our india presence
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